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ABSTRACT @F THE DHSCLOS?JRE 
A method of forming a burner pipe for cutting holeS 

in building wals made of concrete,granite,and Simiar 
materials is accomplished by inserting a bundle of fuse 
wires into the buraer pipe So that a portion of the bundle 
of wires still projects from one end of the pipe and then 
spreading and bending the projecting ends of the wires 
outwardy from the axis of the pipe and finalyinserting 
the projecting wires into the pipe So that they provide a 
Self-lockingengagement therewith. 

Summary of the invention 
Until the present time the building trades have had to 

rely mainly on drilling machines for boring locating or 
bearing holes into wals of concrete,granite or limestone, 
and the ike. The formation of Such holes has been a 
time-consuming,irksome,noisy,dust raising,and vibra 
tion producing operation. 
At the end of the last century,a method had been 

developed to produce holes in the Walls of buildings con 
structed of concrete or stone by the Use of heat. fn this 
method a Steel pipe Was used,through Which OXygen 
under high preSSure was Supplied and then ignited. The 
methodwas based on the recognition that by quick oxida 
tion of a material?preferably iron?the combustion ef 
fected produced an extreme extremely high temperature. 

However,in order to obtain the desired result,though 
only approximately,the pipe Wall thickness had to be 
establishedin a precisely determined ratio to the quantity 
of the oxygen Supplied.The greatest dificulty eXperienced 
in to practicing this method consisted on the one Side in 
the precise regulation of the oxygen Supply,and on the 
other side in a yery high combustion velocity of the steel 
pipe. 
At the beginning of this century,it had been propoSed 

to fll the Steel pipe employed for the described purpoSe 
with steelwires,attaining herewith: 
(a)Thata more equal distribution of the oxygen took 

place within the Steel pipe,and henceforth a more equal 
combustion of the steel pipe, 

(b)Thata1esser1ength of combustion of the steelpipe 
was necessary with relation to the molten Stone and con 
crete,since byfling the steel pipe with steel wires a con 
siderably higher quantity of thermal energy could be 
gained,and 

(c)That with the steel pipe filed with steel wires one 
could work much longer and that due to the regular com 
bustion of the steel pipe considerably better reSuis could 
be obtained. 

Until the present the belief prevailed that the meiting 
process was accomplished by the infuence of high tem 
perature on the stone and the concrete. Yet,carefulexam 
inations have shown that the accomplishment of the melt 
ing process requires Stili another highly esSential part. 
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ft has indeed been proved that the molten steel of the 

Steel pipe enters into a chemical compound with the sili 
COn contents of the molten stone and concrete(iron oxid 
Sicic acid). This compound has a much lower meiting 
point than the Stone orthe concrete has onits own. 
When applying the Iast described methodwith high heat 

development,two diferent reactions result in the stone 
and the concrete,namely: 

(1) A Smelting ofthe material to be treated,and 
(2)A breaking or chipping ofthe materialatthe point 

of contact with the burner pipe,produced through a 
change oftension of the material. 

fn order to increase the temperature when executing 
the last described method,tests have been made by blow 
ing aluminum powder through the Steel pipe together 
with the oxygen. While a considerably better development 
of heat Was obtained,the method proved to be uneco 
?omical and,moreover,the Smail explosions which re 
Sulted wereirritatingbecause of the noise. 
The recognition that base metals have a very high af 

finity for oxygen and therefore,they develop exothermic 
reactions which produce a much higher heat content than 
the exothermic reactions limited to the combustion of 
oxygen and steel led to tests in which base metalsin pow 
dered from together withiron powderin compound with 
oxygen Were blown through the Steel pipe. To carry out 
this method a complicated,expensive and rather bulky 
Supply mechanism consisting of various tanks,mixing 
units and Special connectors,etc. Was needed.The method 
proved to be uneconomical,and it could be employed 
only to a limited eXtent. 

?n the United States a Special method has been devel 
oped for forming holes into very hard ores(tacanites), 
in Which method a mixture of petroleum and oxygen is 
employed. Unfortunately,this method has the disadvan 
tage of requiring a large investment of machines and of 
USing a quite considerable quantity of petroleum and 
OXygen. 

In devices which use the above described steel pipe 
containing wires,it has proved necessary to Secure the 
wires within the steel pipe against involuntary loosening 
and displacement. Unti the present,the interior of the 
Steel pipe has been equipped with a multitude of pins set 
at regular interyals,which exert a clampingefect on the 
inSerted Wires,This type of mountingfor the wiresinthe 
Steep pipe has,nevertheless,the considerable disadvan 
tage,as eXperienced in practice,that the pins formed on 
the interior Wal of the Steel pipe create a resistance to 
the Supply of oxygen,and a turbulent fiow patternis de 
Veloped which causeSirregular combustion of the inserted 
Wlfe8? 

The object of the present invention is to overcome the 
above described disadvantages experienced previouslyin 
the attempts to use this method. 
The invention refers to a method of constructing a de 

Vice for forming holes by the method of Smelting,espe 
cially in building walls made of concrete,granite,sand 
Stone or limeStone. 
The inventive device distinguishes itselfin thatis con 

sists of a steel pipe removably connectable to an oxygen 
feed pipe with a plurality of fuse wires arrangedinaself 
Iocking mannerin the steel pipe. 
The method of producing the inventive device consists 

in introducing the fuse wires in bundles into the burner 
or Steel pipe So that they jut out for a certain length at 
the end at which they are introduced into the steel pipe, 
and then the individual wires jutting out of the steel pipe 
are splayed outwardly relative to the axis of the pipe so 
that When puShed into the steel pipe they are fixed there 
in a Self-locking arrangement. 
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Inthe enclosed drawingtwo practical examples of the 
deviceaccordingto the inventionare represented,namely: 
FIG,1,a longitudinal section of a burner pipe,accord 

ing to one embodiment of the invention,with the fuSe 
wirespartiallyintroduced, 

FIG.2,atransverse section passing ofthe embodiment 
ilustrated in FIG,1, 
FIG. 3,a longitudinal Section of the burner pipe in 

FIG.1 with the wires fuly introduced,and 
FIG,4,a cross-section through burner pipe according 

to a Secondembodiment. 
The device illustrated in FIGS. 1 to 3,consists of a 

cylindrical steel burner pipe a which Serves to receive a 
bundle of fuse wires b,having a length such that when 
they arefullyintroducedinto the operating position with 
in the pipe they reach from the front and to the rear end 
of the burner pipe a,At its front end the burner pipe a 
a protective cap c,see FIG,3,whichis removable When 
the burner pipeis being used. Atits rear end the burner 
pipe a has screw threads on its outside Surface arranged 
to receive the corresponding internal thread of a con 
nectorsleeve dforjoining the burnerpipe a to an Oxygen 
feed pipe,not Shown on the drawing. 
The method for producing the described device is ac 

complished as follows: 
Asshownin FIG.1a bundle offuse wires b,dispoSedin 

parallel relationship witheach other,are introducedito 
the burnerpipe untiltheir rearendsjut Still out for a cer 
tain amount,e.g.2 to 4in.,at the rearend of the burner 
pipe a,as shown in FIG.1 of the drawing.Thereupon the 
parts of the fuse wires b,jutting out of the rear end of 
the burner pipe a,are Splayed or bent upwardly as shown 
in FIG. i with the help of a convenient tool,and then 
in a further step of the method the splayed parts of the 
bundle of fuse wires are fully inSerted into the burner 
pipe a. The splayed ends of the fuse wires act as a self 
1ocking mountingsupportforthe whole bundle in the bur 
ner pipe a,until the wires b are entirely molten. 

After the complete insertion of the bundle of fuse 
wiresinto the burner pipe a,the removable protective cap 
c and the connector Sleeve D are added to the device 
(FIG,3). 
Asshown in FIG,2,there exists fow paths forthe ful 

length of the burner pipe,for unrestricted passage of the 
Supplied oxygen,So that a uniform combustion of the 
fuse wires is attained when Working with the described 
device. 
While normal steel wire is Suficient for insertion into 

the burner pipe a when using the described device on 
building Walls formed of concrete,SandStone orgranite,a 
higher temperature is desirable when the device is used 
on basic or highly calcerous stone as well as certaintypes 
of concrete,in which case the fuse wires are composed 
more appropriately of an aloy of Steel-silicon carbide. 
Practicaltests have proved thatin such cases an excellent 
economical efectis obtained when the fuse wires b have 
a Silicon content of about 3% and a carbon content of 
about 1%? 
Thorough investigations have indicated that an opti 

mum reSultis obtained when the diameter of each fuse 
wire b inserted in the burner pipe a is in a determined 
ratio to the wall thickness of the burner pipe a,for in 
Stance with a wire diameter of about 0.118 in,the wal 
thickneSS should be about 0.087in. 

Furthermore,testing has established that the total of 
the cross Sectional areas of the fuse wires b inserted into 
the burner pipe a must be in a determined ratio to the 
internal diameter of the burner pipe a,and that a favor 
able void ratio is calculated in the manner of the fol 
1owingexample: 
Diameter of the fuse wire:0.118in. 
Wall thickness of the burner pipe:0.087in. 
Internal diameter of the burner pipe:0.492in. 
Number of wires insertedinto the burner pipe:12 pieces 
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Total cross Sectional area of 12 fuse wires:0.132 Sq.in. 
Internal cross Sectional area of the burner pipe Section: 

0.189 sq.in. 
Volume of voids=0.189 Sq. 

0.132 Sq.in, 
0.057sq.in, ?l 

0.0578q,in. - 

?×100=80% 
For driling the holes with the above described device, 

forinstanceinto a concrete wal,the feed pipe of an Oxy 
gen bottle,not shown on the drawing,is joined to the 
connector sleeve d(FIG,3),the protective cap c is re 
movedfrom the burnerpipe a,and a pressure regulating 
valve of the oxygen bottle,not shown on the drawing, 
is opened to such extent that the oxygen is Supplied at 
agauge pressure of about 5 kg/cm°through the burner 
pipe a Ignitionis attained at the frontend of the burner 
pipe or by means of an autogenous cuttingtorch orchar 
coal.Then the frontend of the burner pipe a is brought 
into contact with the materialinto which a hole is to be 
formed,whereby the melting process between the front 
end of the burner pipe a and the front tips of the fuSe 
wires b on oneside andthe materialon the other Sidegoes 
on untithe hole has reached the desired depth. 
The device accordingto the practicalexample as shown 

in FIG. 4 difers from the first described example in 
asmuchasthe croSS-Sectional shape ofthe pipe a ischOSen 
suchthatthefuse wires b form a compact bundle,whereby 
regular conduits orpassageways for the Oxygen are auto 
matically obtained between the fuse wires b and the in 
teriorwal of the pipe a. 
AS Shown in FIG,4,the twelve fuse Wires b are com 

binedin a bundle with a regular cross-Section form. The 
burner pipe a has the cross-Sectional shape of an equilat 
eral triangle with rounded angles,and is adapted to the 
croSS-Sectional area of the bundle So that the fuse wires 
form a compact bundle and fil up,in almost completely 
(the free Space betWeen the bundle of wires and the in 
terior wal of the pipe,oversized in the drawing,is only 
conditioned by the manufacturing process). In this ar 
rangement almost equal cross-Sections areas for the con 
duits c for the passage of the oxygen are obtained auto 
matically betweenthe wires b at the circumference ofthe 
bundle and the interiorwal of the pipe a,hence anequal 
fusingis obtained all-round forboth thepipe andthe fuse 
wires b wheninuse, 
The last described device difersfrom the frst described 

example with the roundburnerpipe onlyinasmuchasthe 
pipe is fiattened on three sides,however,when the same 
sizes are utilized(thickness of pipe wal diameter of 
Wires)the Same results areachieved.Inprinciple,theform 
of the croSS-Sectional areas ofthe burnerpipe and of the 
bundle of Wires can be varied to some degree,depending, 
9f courSeon the number ofwiresemployed,wherebythe 
best poSSible arrangement with regard to the most favor 
able uisation of the burnerpipe hasto be establishedby 
eXperimentation. 
The fuse wires can be used with analuminium coaton 

their Surfaces,by means ofwhich an especiallyfavorable 
efect of heatis obtained. 
The device embodiedinthe describedexamples hasthe 

advantage ofbeingofasimpleconstructionand,therefore, 
*Worablein price,and furthermore thatitiseasyto han 
dle,alowing for more eficient operation. 
Whatis claimed is: 
1,Amethod ofmakinga burnerpipe whichcontainsa 

?iu?aiy of fuse wires and is connectible to an oxygen 
feed pipe forforming holesin buildingwalsand theike 
Which are constructed of concrete,granite,sandstone, 
imestone,and Similar materials,comprisingthe Steps of 
arranging a bundle of the fuse wiresinsubstantialypar 
allel relationship;inserting the bundle offuse wiresinto 

in. 

Void ratio: 
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the burner pipe so that one end of the bundle of wires 
projects outwardly from the pipe for a certain length; 
spreading the fuse wires apart,which extend outwardly 
from theend ofthe pipe,and bendingthe Wires outwardly 
relative to the axis of the pipe; and then inserting the 
spreadandbentends ofthe bundle ofwiresinto theburner 
pipe whereby due to their Spread and outwardy bent con 
figuration they become resiliently clamped bythe interior 
wall of the pipe forming a Self-lockingengagement there 
with. 
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